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WELCOME

At the annual festival, we have been able to go around the world in a
morning and then again in the afternoon and evening. We have been
front-line witnesses to changes for the better and, sadly, sometimes for
the worse. Through it all, we have had our pulse on what is going on in
this world we all live in due to the amazing view provided to us by the
talented filmmakers who support our festival.

I have always been extremely proud that Picture this…film festival  was
conceived and based in Calgary, Alberta. When we went took Picture
this…film festival  on the road, it was with great pleasure we could
announce: not only are we from Calgary but we are the first festival of its
kind in Canada! Disability arts were indeed represented. Alongside the
festival and being on the road, we have made many connections and
collaborations with other festivals, filmmakers, actors, individuals and
communities, literally around the globe, that have made the Picture
this…film festival experience.

There has been an incredible group of volunteers, patrons and festival
team members who have brought the festival this far. Working together,
we have delivered Picture this…film festival to Calgary, Alberta, Canada
and the world! We are proud of the awards the festival has both given
out and received, especially the Dodie Spittal Award won by Marijn
Poels, which he arranged to be proudly displayed in a specially built
monument in Kibera, Kenya. A festival like ours really does make the
world seem like a small and intimately connected place.

My best wishes for this year and the future go out to everyone.Please
enjoy the beautiful array of films this year’s festival has to offer.

Wow!
Here we are at PTFF’s

15th year!

In the past decade and a
ha l f , we have been
enlightened, entertained
and had our emotions
roused by almost 2000
films entered into Picture
this…film festival. What a
fantastic selection of
subjects, communities,
individuals, countries and
continents we have had
the privilege of watching
in the various genres of
documentary, drama,
education, performance
and animation over these
many years. 

Festival director,

Sheryl Lenthall
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ABOUT
Festival Location:

Calgary SCOPE Society
219-18 Street SE
Calgary, AB

Festival Admission:

Adult One-Day Pass (ODP)
$10.00

Adult Three-Day Pass
$20.00

Students, seniors and low-
income support programs (ODP)

$7.50
Children under 16 (ODP)

$5.00

Popcorn is ALWAYS FREE!

Festival Dates:

March 16, 17 & 18, 2016
(Wednesday, Thursday, Friday)

For the latest info:

www.ptff.org

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

Picture this...film festival is a part of the Community Development team of the
Calgary SCOPE Society

Picture this...film festival  mission: Picture this...film festival, Canada’s first annual international disability
film festival, celebrates films by and/or about people with disabilities.

Picture this...film festival is a year-round program that:
● Attracts films by and/or about people with disabilities to our major annual festival and numerous other

events.
● Stimulates the voices of disability communities by creating a venue for people with disabilities to tell

their stories.
● Educates the broader community about the lives of people with disabilities and the contributions of

disabled citizens.

The team at Picture this...film festival is dedicated to making the festival a great, must-attend, annual event
in Calgary. The work behind the scenes goes on for the whole year, culminating in the awards night and
festival. As soon as one festival ends, work on the next one begins.

Picture this...film festival  on the road: Picture this...film festival  has always been an exhibition festival,
which means it goes “on the road.” The main festival is held each year in winter in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada. This is where films entered into the festival get debuted, shown for the first time under the Picture
this...film festival name.  Once  the  main  festival  is  over, Picture this...film festival goes on the road.

The name ‘Picture this...on the road’ is used to differentiate the main festival from the travelling part of the
festival. Picture this...on the road travels with a selection of films from the festival’s entries all over Alberta,
out of province and occasionally to other countries. As the reputation of Picture this...film festival increases,
so does the demand for it to travel to more and more locations and thereby reaching many more people.

To book Picture this...on the road to come to your area, please contact us at 403-717-5610 
or director@ptff.org.

Judging criteria: The jury panel is made up of a broad range of individuals from the community with a wide
range of skills, knowledge, expertise and perspectives. They give up a large amount of their time to preview,
make notes and finally judge each film. As part of the process, each jury member uses a scoring form to
appraise each film. Some areas the jury panel considers are: overall impression, creativity, editing and
technical aspects. Eligibility of films and awards are at the discretion of the jury in consultation with the
festival director.

Awards: Each  award  winner  receives an etched award. Honourable mention recipients receive an award
plaque.

The categories are: Documentary, Drama, Education, Animation and Performance

Contact information

Calgary SCOPE Society, 219-18 Street SE, Calgary, AB, T2E 6J5 Tel: 403-509-0200, Fax: 403-291-4087

Festival Director, Picture this...film festival, Sheryl Lenthall, Tel: 403-717-5610, Email: director@ptff.org 

Director, Community Development, Denise Young, Tel: 403-717-5613, Email: denisey@calgaryscope.org

Executive Director, Ryan Geake, Tel: 403-717-5616, Email: ryang@calgaryscope.org
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FROM
THE JURY

This year’s best in festival, Guang (Malaysia), is a remarkable piece of work.
The drama shares a powerful message about sibling relationships and Autism,
with superb camera work and sound effects. We laughed, cried, empathized
and celebrated moments in this film that will leave the audience speechless.

We were in awe of the cinematography in Faces  (Volti), a submission from
Italy and winner in the festival’s Drama over 15 minutes category. This Marcel
Marceau-inspired film uses minimal dialog to bring the ‘other’ from the margins
to the center and its well-deserved standing ovation.

Must see dramas include Algebra  (Canada) and Into the surf  (UK), which
received an honourable mention in the Drama under 15 minutes category. Into
the surf  is a memory-driven film which tackles the subject of mental illness.
The split narrative, music and cinematography powerfully combine to make
this a unique yet relatable piece of work. Algebra: A reunion of broken parts is
about a painter who is losing his sight. Another technical masterpiece, this film
uses minimal dialog and strong visual elements to explore anger and
frustration in an artist struggling to create a new sense of identity.

Documentaries this year took us outside the box. One perfect day (Australia),
winner in the Documentary under 10 minutes category, speaks to inclusion
and empowerment of individuals with Autism. And Peta puppets (USA), which
received an honourable mention, is full of whimsy, clearly demonstrating the
value of art in changing lives.

Iran’s I dance with God, winner in the Documentary over 30 minutes category,
is a documentary with dramatic qualities because this blind tailor is quite the
character. His humour and determination almost match his dancing ability!
   
Kanthari, winner of the Dodie Spittal Award, is a documentary about a
leadership project. Persons with disabilities in Tibet, Nairobi and Uganda work
at the grassroots level to educate, inform and break down barriers,
empowering persons with disabilities. 

Finally, welcome back to Sheryl Lenthall, our Picture this…film festival 
director. A huge thank you goes to Denise Young for carrying the torch in her
absence.

Enjoy the movies! 

The ever-increasing
quality of submissions

to the festival continues
to raise the bar in all

categories year by year.

In 2016, the jury was
most impressed with the
cinematography,
technical expertise and
creativity of entries from
all corners of the world.
We were transported to a
beautiful, historic Italian
theatre, a small town in
Russia, an Iranian tailor’s
workshop, a shanty town
in Brazil, a remote village
in Nairobi and much
more. 
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AWARDS
Congratulations to all who

received awards and
honourable mentions, 

and to all who submitted
their work to our festival.

BEST OF
FESTIVAL

Guang
-Malaysia-

DODIE SPITTAL
AWARD

Kanthari: 
Change from within

-Poland-

Award
Documentary under 10 minutes

One perfect day
-Australia-

Jury comments:

“…the final emotional scene – beautiful…
will appeal to any audience…powerful…
builds up to a lovely crescendo…well-told
story of siblings…strong…this film has a
lasting impression…excellent filming…”

Jury comments:

“…beautiful film…great subject matter…
informative and inspiring…see the
changes brought about for communities…
strong…education results in real change…
caught the emotions…sound effects real…
good focus on the individual…powerful...”

Jury comments:

“...fun to watch…informed and inspired…
captured the experience…presented a
positive message…inspirational and
entertaining…great filming…a story of a
community and enjoyment…the
excitement and enthusiasm of all came
through…”

4
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Honourable Mention
Documentary 10 – 30 minutes

Resilience
-Sweden-

Honourable Mention
Documentary under 10 minutes

Peta puppets
-Australia-

Award
Documentary over 30 minutes

I dance with God
-Iran-

Jury comments:

“...Peta is wonderful…very creative lady…
sees potential in any fabric, container…her
story, art and singing all combine to make
a fun film…very entertaining and
motivating…inspiring to see an artist living
her life...”

Jury comments:

“…a positive, uplifting and memorable
film…what a wonderful idea…loved the
film…strong story…creative idea for
children to develop understanding and
empathy…dynamic and engaging film…
well structured…good camera work...”

Jury comments:

“…appropriate title…intrigued by Meia
Lua’s determination…excellent filming
capturing his morning climb…
demonstrates what a person is capable
of...he’s rebellious and powerful…good
use of colours and music…wow…
moving...”

Jury comments:

“…amazing how independent this fellow
is…heart-warming story…scenery is
breathtaking…great sense of humour…so
natural...it was like being there…beautiful
and simple…entertained…humorous, fun-
loving film…great attention to details...”

Award
Documentary 10 – 30 minutes

The impossible is just
an exaggeration of hard

-Portugal-

5
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Honourable Mention
Documentary over 30 minutes

Buried above ground
-USA-

Honourable Mention
Documentary over 30 minutes

Kanthari: 
Change from within

-Poland-

Honourable Mention
Drama under 15 minutes

Super sounds
-Australia-

Jury comments:

“...this is a wonderful story…education as
a powerful tool for change…beautiful
cinematography…introduction grabbed my
attention…an important documentary…
used a creative approach…dynamic
editing...”

Jury comments:

“…learned a lot about PTSD…filmed over
time so see changes…strong…an
important film…provocative…intense and
emotional…journey ongoing…challenges
discrimination…good technically…
educational and inspirational...”

Jury comments:

“…really impressed…emotionally
charged…a full story…a nice twist at the
end…very entertaining…flows…creative
way to show siblings situation…very
profound and beautiful…story was
amazing…good music…grabbed my
attention... ”

Jury comments:

“…very real and heartwarming…the
introduction set the stage nicely…
everyone can relate to this film…well
done…fabulous cinematography…nice to
see children acting…very creative…tight
edit…interesting use of limited speech…
effective...”

Award
Drama under 15 minutes

Guang
-Malaysia-

6
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Award
Animation

Tale of the golden sand
-Switzerland-

Honourable Mention
Drama over 15 minutes

Joe Smeal's wheels
-UK-

Award
Drama over 15 minutes

Faces
-Italy-

Honourable Mention
Drama under 15 minutes

Into the surf
-UK-

Jury comments:

“…entertained with a good surprise
ending…mood well captured…amazing…
strong technically…wonderful musical
accompaniment…mask and other
symbolism highly artistic…great quality
production…creativity, technical and
editing–excellent...”

Jury comments:

“…well done…powerful…great symbolism
related to loss and suicide…difficult
subject well done…excellent portrayal of
this tragic situation…well acted...excellent
technically…profound story…impressive…
creative approach...”

Jury comments:

“…visually strong…captivating throughout
the film…enchanting…fabulous story and
visuals…presents a strong message…this
was exceptional…everyone had a role in
this project…great colours…beautiful to
watch…excellent combination of live
actors and animation...”

Jury comments:

“…a great ending…very easy to follow…
had me laughing…acting, emotions and
situations well captured…great quotes
from this film…poignant…had both
sadness and laughter…met all of the
filmmaker’s description…beautiful sight
and sounds...”
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Award
Education

Spectrum: A story 
of the mind

-USA-

Honourable Mention
Education

Bumblebees
-USA-

Once again
congratulations to
the award winners

and honourable
mentions!

Jury comments:

“…informed, educated, inspired and
entertained…great use of different
mediums, e.g., animation and interviews…
clarity of what autism is…artistry
exceptional…a good tool to assist in
understanding…all aspects of this film are
excellent...”

Jury comments:

“…delightful to watch…a jam-packed three
minutes…lovely, funny and inspiring…a
great short film…really well done…right to
the point – great job…authentic…short film
with a powerful message…creative
demonstration…loved it…what a joy...”



Vol·un·teers  [vol-uhn-teers] noun

1.People who voluntarily offer themselves for a service or
undertaking.

2.People who perform a service willingly and without pay.
3.WONDERFUL PEOPLE WHO MAKE THE Picture this...film

festival POSSIBLE!

Thank you to all of our
wonderful volunteers!

The festival is celebrating its'
fifteenth year because of your

hard work and dedication!
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2016
ENTRIES

29200

1946-PTFF-2016
00:12:00
Canada
Performance
Mark Brose,
Wanda Fitzgerald

Using a palette including still and
moving images, spoken word,
choreographed movement and
original music, Mark Brose and
Wanda Fitzgerald explore, through
an organic development process, the
nature and meaning of moving on
with life. This film presents a unique
two voice perspective of two people
with different disabilities, the different
realities experienced in living with
disabilities in the changing world and
the obstacles that are presented
along the way. 

How do you tell the story of
someone who doesn’t have a voice
to say whether or not they want
that story told? If you are filmmaker
Kirsten Johnson, whose sister
Gretchen has multiple disabilities
and is non-verbal, you draw a
thousand drawings, you stand in,
you animate, you ruin 20 pounds of
frozen peas all to explore a loved
one's personal reality you can only
begin to fathom.

21st chromosome,
The

1945-PTFF-2016
00:22:44
Canada
Education
Kirsten Johnson

A young man is challenged to a
game of Connect 4, only to find
that this is no ordinary game. Are
the odds stacked against him and
the stakes too high?

A n a t m o s p h e r i c s h o r t f i l m
commissioned by the British Sign
Language Broadcasting Trust.

4

1968-PTFF-2016
00:06:30
UK
Drama
Bim Ajadi

All film descriptions
have been provided
by the filmmakers.

Some may have been
edited for length. 
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Becoming
bulletproof

1957-PTFF-2016
01:22:00
USA
Documentary
Theodore James
(producer),
Michael Baynett
(director)

Friendship and creativity are
exhibited when a group of diverse
actors gather in Los Angeles to
film a comedy Western, complete
wi th saloon brawls, v intage
Hollywood sets and scheming
villains. Shot on set, the film
incorporates set-piece interviews
and film clips that bring us into a
dynamic, humorous and inclusive
world of filmmaking, addressing
the question: Why do we rarely
see actors with disabilities on the
big screen?

Simona can swim, Mirko can run
and Diego is a very talented
football player. It doesn’t matter if
they don’t know where Brazil is;
in 2016, they want to get there.
They are determined, strong and
stubborn . They a re th ree
disabled athletes.

Beyond the line

1927-PTFF-2016
00:19:00
Italy
Drama
Paolo Geremei

Anna, who is chronically ill, is
visited by Doreen, a door to door
proselytizer who makes herself
at home and stays the day,
slowly defrost ing her non-
welcome. Together, they walk in
the park, bake a cake and watch
an Ingmar Bergman film. Both
women are blind, played by blind
actors (Alex Bulmer and Margo
Carg i l l ) in th is ex is tent ia l
comedy.

Awake

1939-PTFF-2016
00:21:39
UK
Drama
Michael Achtman

Algebra (n.) --1550s, from
Medieval Latin algebra, from
Arabic al-jebr "reunion of broken
pa r t s " (On l i ne E t ymo logy
Dictionary). A visual artist falls in
love with his muse from whom
he hides the fact that he is losing
his sight. He descends into
madness and shuts out the
world; he ultimately becomes a
painter without vision.

Algebra: A
reunion of
broken parts

1963-PTFF-2016
00:12:00
Canada
Drama
Jith Paul
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Bumblebees

1972-PTFF-2016
00:03:57
USA
Education
Jenna Kanell

Despite being told as a child he
would never speak or walk,
Vance has accomplished the
impossible. Now he has a new
challenge: dating.

What would you do if the worst
thing that ever happened to you
felt like it kept happening? Over
six years, Buried above ground 
explores that question through
the journeys to recovery of three
PTSD survivors.

Buried above
ground

1982-PTFF-2016
01:17:20
USA
Documentary
Ben Selkow

Blender  is an autobiographically
inspired documentary. The title
comes from a 1100 meter high
mountain at the foothills of the
Alps, where my parents founded
an open home for the mentally ill
in the 1970's and gave it the
name of the mountain Blender.
This film is not primarily about
craziness or being different but
rather follows diverse forms of
human existence following their
lonely paths through life.

Blender

1943-PTFF-2016
01:45:00
Germany
Documentary
Susann S. Reck

A p e r s o n a l d o c u m e n t a r y
featuring director John Finn and
his family as they explore their
decision to give their daughter a
cochlear implant.

Big decisions, The

1979-PTFF-2016
00:16:17
UK
Documentary
John Finn
(writer/director),
Maverick Litchfield-
Kelly (executive
producer)

13
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Destroyer, The

1969-PTFF-2016
00:10:30
USA
Drama
Lana Palmer

Dawn and her brother Miles take
a trip to the beach. They struggle
to understand each other, until a
mysterious visitor arrives.

Dictation portrays a mother who
does not want her daughter,
Mary, to learn sign language in a
special school. Rather, she
wants Mary to learn under a
mainstream education setting.
Mary tries to please her mother
by cheating in dictation.

Dictation

1955-PTFF-2016
00:07:10
Hong Kong
Drama
Anthony Cheung

S e t a g a i n s t t h e b l e a k
environment of a nursing home,
a Muslim volunteer is forced to
overstep the boundaries of her
religion in order to help a man
regain his last bit of dignity.

Day in Eden, A

1964-PTFF-2016
00:11:57
USA
Drama
Assal Ghawami

Canada in perspective  is a
weekly news magazine series
tha t l ooks a t ma ins t ream
Canadian issues and their
impact on Canadians of all
abi l i t ies. Host Anna-Karina
Tabunar anchors the half-hour
programme which features
documentary style storytelling
and a diverse panel of guests to
analyze and debate the issues.

Canada in
perspective

1966-PTFF-2016
00:24:51
Canada
Documentary
Varner
Productions
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A short film looking at the many
different types of physical and
mental disabilities people face in
the rural area of Malawi where
African Vision Malawi operates.
Similarly, it looks at what the
non-profit organization is actively
doing to improve their situation
through medical referrals and
education.

Disability within
the rural
community

1970-PTFF-2016
00:11:03
UK
Documentary
Sam Palmer

Does Deaf football have a
future? explores the rich past
and uncertain future of Deaf
football. This is a snapshot of the
current state of an important
activity for the Deaf community.

Does Deaf football
have a future?

1974-PTFF-2016
00:13:29
UK
Documentary
Thomas Giddens
(writer/director),
Maverick Litchfield-
Kelly (executive
producer)
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Employment
matters

1950-PTFF-2016
00:44:52
Canada
Education
Brandy Yanchyk

Employment matters i s a
documentary that explores the
untapped market and huge
potential of the intellectually
disabled in the workplace, as
well as the importance of these
employees having meaningful
work and life goals.

Employment matters too is the
second documen ta ry t ha t
discovers how large corporations
benefit from hiring employees
with intellectual disabilities, as
well as the importance of those
employees having meaningful
work and life goals.

Employment
matters too

1951-PTFF-2016
00:44:52
Canada
Education
Brandy Yanchyk

There is always a way!Effort

1912-PTFF-2016
00:01:00
Germany
Performance
Kuesti Fraun

This is a personal documentary
written and presented by Rinkoo
Barpaga, examining whether
rac ism ex ists in the Deaf
community, told from Rinkoo's
pe rsona l backg round and
perspective.

Double
discrimination

1975-PTFF-2016
00:28:01
UK
Documentary
Rinkoo Barpaga
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Falling on
cement

1929-PTFF-2016
00:03:00
Australia
Education
Leo Berkeley

The filmmaker has multiple
sclerosis and knows a lot about
falling over, due to dysfunctional
legs and damaged balance.
Fall ing inside and outside,
forwards and backwards, falling
on wood, bitumen and cement.
This short personal documentary
is his attempt to creatively
explore the sensations, feelings
and thoughts that are part of the
experience of falling.

In this documentary, three Deaf
people tell us their emotional
s t o r i e s o f t h e d a y t h e y
discovered the Deaf world, sign
language and a new identity.
Their stories include going to a
house party, travelling to the
world's only Deaf university and
seeing a Deaf actor perform on
stage.

Found

1923-PTFF-2016
00:28:00
UK
Documentary
Charlie Swinbourne

Riccardo is a child with Down
syndrome with a burning passion
for the theatre. Each afternoon,
with the collusion of Mr. De
Angelis, he sneaks into the small
town theatre in order to witness
rehearsals featuring Mattia as he
prepares for a show inspired by
Marcel Marceau. The young
Mattia, however, is hiding a
secret that no one suspects.

Faces

1962-PTFF-2016
00:30:53
Italy
Drama
Antonio De Palo

I met Johnny whilst working at a
youth club in South London. I
was his film tutor. He is now a
young man, aged 17, on the
verge of adulthood, facing the
knowledge his autism will always
make him different. We have
created a film that shifts the
power within the process of film
making, placing the camera in
the hands of the subject and
creating a gaze that looks back
out at the audience. 

Everybody says it's
all in your head

1915-PTFF-2016
00:18:33
UK
Documentary
Johnny Hourigan, 
Clare Bottomley
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Gems of Baram
River

1971-PTFF-2016
00:25:29
Malaysia
Documentary
Alwyn Tay
(producer)

This documentary travels to interior
Sarawak, where getting  proper
medical service is not easy for a
villager like Apoi. From the village of
Long Ikang, Apoi has a daughter,
Serina, who has Down syndrome
and a heart condition. The Malaysian
government initiated the "Bot Klinik
Bergerak 1 Malaysia (mobile boat
clinic), providing medical treatment
to the rural communities in the
Baram area which is only reachable
via the river networks.  

Guang  is a story about two brothers.
The elder, Wen Guang, is Autistic,
has attention deficiency disorder, and
struggles with social interaction, in
a d d i t i o n t o h a v i n g d i f f i c u l t y
performing day-to-day tasks. Wen
Guang is coerced by his younger
brother into looking for a job to share
the financial burden. Throughout the
film, we see Wen Guang searching
for a job, his daily routines and his
secret passion as he seeks the final
glass that will bring him a simple,
pure, hard earned, fleeting moment
of joy. 

Guang

1967-PTFF-2016
00:14:00
Malaysia
Drama
Quek Shio Chuan,
Ismail Kamarul

Francisco de Assis: A life lesson is a
p o w e r f u l s t o r y o f l o v e a n d
forgiveness. A life lesson  conveys
the story of how Francisco de Assis
Domingos, who became blind at the
age of 25 after being accidentally
shot by a friend, learns how to deal
with visual impairment. Unlike other
people, blind or not, he turns his life
around in a spectacular and
unexpected way. More than an
example of courage and overcoming
adversity,  

Francisco de Assis:
A life lesson 

1954-PTFF-2016
01:33:34
USA
Documentary
Yves Goulart

Four senses  is a culinary show with
a unique twist. Pairing "Top Chef
Canada" winner Carl Heinrich with
the blind cook and winner of
"MasterChef USA 2012" Christine
Ha, it is the first food series to be
broadcast in Canada that embeds
Described Video.

Four senses

1965-PTFF-2016
00:22:21
Canada
Education
Varner
Productions
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Vern Reynolds-Braun
Congratulations to Picture this...film festival:

2001 to 2016 and still going strong!
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Convert your precious memories

for generations to come!
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How we are now

1917-PTFF-2016
00:32:42
UK
Documentary
Andrea Niada

Peter, a retired actor, lives with his
partner of sixty years, Douglas. Both 
in their eighties, their lives have
become increasingly centered
around their old age, Peter having
taken more of a carer's role for
Douglas. As Douglas approaches his
83rd birthday, the couple reflects on
their age and changing relationship.
Along with friends and helpers, they
offer an intimate view into how old
age affects their lives: from getting
out of bed in the morning to how
they think about the future.

How would you work as a tailor if
you are completely blind? I
dance with God  is a powerful
example of the struggle to
survive and determination of the
h u ma n s p i r i t d e s p i t e t h e
difficulties they have.

I dance with God

1973-PTFF-2016
00:39:00
Iran
Documentary
Hooshang Mirzaee

This very short, 2-minute film, is
Remy's photo album from his
week spent at Camp Horizon.
You will find out why camp is a
special place for him. The music
is very powerful, thanks to his
French background. This film is
made with a collection of pictures
and videos from his wonderful
week.

Horizon 2015

1903-PTFF-2016
00:02:03
Canada
Documentary
Remy Bernier

Hopeful solutions sums up
Romain Carciofo's journey
through autism. A road movie
across France to answer one
question: how are autistic people
and their families assisted in
F r a n c e ? T h i s m o v i n g
documentary enlightens the
alarming situation of people with
autism and how their relatives
are dealing with this disorder. 

Hopeful solutions

1916-PTFF-2016
00:50:24
France
Education
Romain Carciofo
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Impossible is just
an exaggeration
of hard, The

1938-PTFF-2016
00:25:53
Portugal
Documentary
Miriam Alves

This documentary takes us inside a
unique summer camp. For seven days,
blind children and seeing children
share: sports, discoveries, fears,
challenges and successes. The
summer camp, organized by the
Portuguese Association for Adapted
P h y s i c a l A c t i v i t y , t e s t e d a n
unprecedented model where the blind
children's monitors were children of the
same age. Children with and without
disabilities, from different social,
economic, cultural and religious
backgrounds, lived together for a
week. Together they discovered there
is no such thing as the impossible.

In the darkness is a story that proves
that life is not finished even when
one can’t see any way out.

In the darkness

1918-PTFF-2016
00:24:37
Russia
Documentary
Vladimir Eysner

W e d i s c u s s t h e s u b j e c t o f
accessibility but we don’t talk about
feelings very much when we share
ideas concerning disability. This film
aims to question how young people
with disabilities can deal with their
inner desires. We need to reflect on
this issue when we think about
sexuality and youth.

Imperfect cradle,
The

1928-PTFF-2016
00:18:00
Portugal
Documentary
Mario Ventura

Mabel Morgan is an award-winning
Deaf actress whose agent demands
she loses weight or faces losing her
next acting role to her rival Bella
Lazari who uses only basic sign
language. Temptations threaten to
throw her off course. Will she
succeed?

If I don't lose, I'll
lose

1976-PTFF-2016
00:14:50
UK
Drama
Jean St Clair
(writer/director),
Maverick Litchfield-
Kelly (executive
producer)
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Journey, The (A
travessia)

1958-PTFF-2016
00:26:00
Brazil
Documentary
Octavio di Leo

Thayane, Fred, Maria and Leo are four
Cariocas sharing a common dream. A
travessia depicts what brought them
together for a journey across the
Guanabara Bay. While all four are
unique, each has a disability that
labels them deficient in Rio de Janeiro,
a metropolis often challenging their
daily needs. In an outrigger canoe,
they come together as a team to
overcome labels, offering each other
strength and support along the way.

Someone told me that if you want to be a
hero, a champion, you have to stay awake
as much as you can. I stay awake all day
and most nights. I aspire to be: a champion
of focused sport, a champion of a
nationality, a champion of karate. I have to
beat 9 people to get back to my regular
position in my sport. Why can’t I breathe?
Why don’t I kick anymore? I have a
competition, a big one. They will encourage
me. They will give me my medal, a gold
medal. They’ll like me. Someone will love
me. Why am I not here? Why, in my mind,
in my dreams, in my breathing, I feel my
enemies? They are everywhere. What
happened to me? Why can’t I sleep? I have
to sleep. Sleeping will solve all my
problems. I want to sleep now. I sleep…
                                                                       
                                                                       
  

K9

1901-PTFF-2016
00:20:57
Iran
Drama
Behrouz Bagheri

Based on a true story, Joe Smeal, a
boozed-up, wheelchaired Glaswegian,
lives a life of decrepit solitude in an
East-End tower block. One telephone
call, however, offers him redemption
but he has to get to the West-End
today and there is a bus strike! In this
black-comedy set in Glasgow, can Joe
triumph over his deamons and
disability and wheel himself from one
side of the city to the other, even with
the help of a blind man?

Joe Smeal's wheels

1933-PTFF-2016
00:29:00
UK
Drama
Michael Normand

A short film about Sebastian, a young
man who always lived in the shadow of
his older brother, until his brother
became ill and Sebastian had to find
his own voice.

Into the surf

1981-PTFF-2016
00:12:00
UK
Drama
Tom Evans
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Listen even when
your heart is crying

1977-PTFF-2016
00:27:06
UK
Documentary
Melissa Mostyn
(writer/director),
Maverick Litchfield-
Kelly (executive
producer)

A personal documentary by
filmmaker and artist Melissa
Mostyn exploring the often taboo
and unspoken grief felt by
f a m i l i e s w h e n t h e y f i n d
themselves with a Deaf child and
the impact that it has on their
offspring.

A troublesome disabled fag hag
absconds to London to find love
and opportunity. Life deals her
some unexpected twists when
she winds up dealing drugs to
the queer community and forms
an unorthodox relationship with a
washed-up gay male escort. 

Little devil

1908-PTFF-2016
01:33:00
UK
Drama
Max Barber

An older woman, Alice Teirstein,
opens a closet door and finds a
key to her confused, fading
memories. Hearing and vision
loss isolate her, and her mental
confusion keeps her suspended
in the tactile sensations of the
immediate present. The touch of
old linen brings back old family
history, both pleasant and
t r a u m a t i c . B a s e d o n a n
improvised dialog by David
Finkelstein and Ian W. Hill.

Linen closet, The

1906-PTFF-2016
00:22:00
USA
Animation
David Finkelstein

An African road trip with blind
Nobel Peace Prize nominee,
Sabriye Tenberken, to meet
courageous visionaries affected by
adversity in their lives (FGM,
albinism, AIDS, blindness) who
have transformed their challenges
in to g r oundbreak ing soc ia l
projects. This film sharpens the
understanding of the potential of
people from the margins of society 
by a raw, observational style of
c i n e m a t o g r a p h y a n d v i v i d
storytelling.

Kanthari: Change
from within

1920-PTFF-2016
00:52:08
Poland
Documentary
Marijn Poels
(filmmaker),
Wilhem Van Den
Top (soundtrack)
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Of the
community

1959-PTFF-2016
00:28:10
USA
Education
Jerry Smith

Forty years ago, large institutions
warehousing thousands of
people were common. Today,
most people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities are
living with their families or in
homes and apartments in their
communities. Are they active
members of their communities?
Through eight short profiles, Of
t h e c o m m u n i t y  explores
community living today.

Wizards, royalty and rouges
escape to a new reality where
co-working skills are tested in
this tabletop role-playing game.
Once upon a time in a land
called Cape Copper, there
existed a game called Offices
and accountants. King Pepperon
banned the game and getting
caught playing was punishable
by death. Our brave heroes must
face the odds and save the
queen to vanquish the evil
dragon.

Offices and
accountants

1952-PTFF-2016
00:22:01
USA
Drama
Hester Wagner
(director), et al.

After trying for years, Neeraja
has managed to enroll Roshni,
her daughter with Autism, in a
regular school. The film moves
between present challenges
Roshni has in school and her
past struggles in early childhood,
exploring the possibil ity of
ma ins t ream educa t ion fo r
children with Autism. Is the
school really making a difference
to Roshni's learning and life?

New girl in class,
The

1949-PTFF-2016
00:52:30
India
Documentary
Amrita Dasgupta

Told through the memories and
drawings of little Genio and
narrated by fami ly f r iend,
Bernard Bragg, Memories of the 
Warsaw Ghetto  is a docudrama
about a boyhood resident of that
ghetto, Dr. Eugene Bergman.
Deafened early in the war, Genio
and his family struggle to survive 
persecution in Nazi occupied
Poland. Behind the ghetto wall,
they find a community of people
who refuse to let the Germans
strip them of their identity.

Memories of the
Warsaw Ghetto

1931-PTFF-2016
01:23:41
USA
Documentary
Dr. Eugene Bergman,
Alexander Genievsky,
Jacqueline Greff
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Out of the hat

1925-PTFF-2016
00:02:05
UK
Animation
Mathew Eggert,
Sue Eggert

This is a story of a magician who 
performs a magic trick which
turns into an adventure! Who will 
come to the rescue?

Penaltied  deals with the topic of
inequality of life in general and of
health in particular, and the
problems it brings with it in daily
life. If you have health problems,
lots of everyday things can only
be handled with enormous
efforts.   

Penaltied

1914-PTFF-2016
00:01:00
Germany
Performance
Kuesti Fraun

Surfers Heal ing introduces
surfing to children with Autism,
tapping into the tranquility of the
ocean. In early 2015, Surfers
Healing and Autism Awareness
Australia combined to put on an
amazing event held at Noosa
Beach in Queensland and Manly
Beach in New South Wales.
Over three perfect days, Izzy
Paskowitz and his band of
surfers took over 300 autistic
children surfing, giving them an
experience they'll never forget.

One perfect day

1960-PTFF-2016
00:07:05
Australia
Documentary
Peter White

Our village has always been a
p lace o f ex i l e , a l and o f
prisoners. Once in the winter, on
the edge of the village, we found
an old man in an old car. He was
freezing. He had nothing and
was from nowhere. Now he lives
in the cellar of our church. Step
by step, we get to know his
story…

On the edge

1907-PTFF-2016
00:49:00
Russia
Documentary
Andrey Apostolov
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Predators of
Transylvania, The

1937-PTFF-2016
00:06:25
Slovakia
Animation
Julia Kolenakova,
Ondrej Rosik

Children are followed by a great
wolf. They are trying to escape
from the large fangs by climbing
up a tree. The dawn comes and
with the first rays of sun, nothing is
as it seems. 

A new way to see a television show!
Remy Bernier is the host but
because he as a severe speech
disability, sub-titles are used for
clarification. Five clips form the
documentary: we meet first with
Footjax and their special treadmill,
then we are transported to the
Wheelchair Rugby World, we sneak
a peek into Remy's favorite activity
and conclude with hockey for the
disabled. First, with the Calgary
Power Hockey League and then with
th e C a l ga r y S led ge H oc k ey
Association.

Remy Bernier
adventures

1904-PTFF-2016
00:26:49
Canada
Documentary
Remy Bernier

Puppet maker Peta Lipski is a
prolific artist with disabilities. She
has made hundreds of puppets all
with personalities and voices. Peta
sings and dances her way around
the local shops as she looks for
materials to make her handmade
puppets to perform puppet shows.
A s a n a r t i s t w i t h m u l t i p l e
disabilities, Peta expresses herself
through her puppet making.

Peta puppets

1944-PTFF-2016
00:03:00
Australia
Documentary
Andrew Bambach

In this film two strangers walk, one 
is Deaf the other is hearing. Their
differences can cause tension or
can be a beautifully unique way for
them to connect. In this short
dance film, the women explore
bo th o f t hese op t ions and
recognize that in every interaction
we make a choice for harmony or
dissonance.

Perceptions

1930-PTFF-2016
00:05:40
Canada
Performance
Jenelle Rouse,
Shelly Nafshi
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Self portrait of
Robert Moran in
Los Angeles

1932-PTFF-2016
00:03:05
USA
Documentary
Robert Moran

Rober t Moran, a b i - rac ia l
f i lmmaker d iagnosed w i th
Asperger's syndrome, discusses
work, life and Los Angeles.

Blind sailors race across open
water learning not to fear what
cannot be seen. Sense the wind
is a journey led by four blind
sailors, Nancy, Inky, Phillip and
Matt, as they train and compete
at the Blind Nationals and press
towards Japan's Blind Sailing
World Championships. 

Sense the wind

1921-PTFF-2016
00:54:00
USA
Documentary
Christine Knowlton

Meia Lua was living a normal life
in a shanty town in Brazil, until
his legs became paralyzed due
to a mistake made by a doctor.
He develops his own way of
walking, using his arms as legs
and his hands as feet. Meia
begins his day by climbing over
700 steps in order to get to the
bus station. There he performs,
making a living using his sandals
as drumsticks and the bus
interior as drums.

Resilience

1948-PTFF-2016
00:28:00
Sweden
Documentary
Ricardo Fidelis,
Christina Wallin

Rent-a-crip is a satirical take on
the widespread practice of
b e f r i e n d i n g p e o p l e w i t h
disabilities for socially correct
ends. Rent-a-crip  advertises the
services var ious crips wi l l
provide for a fee, from being
used as a photo op for politicians
to make comebacks, to hiring out
to the chronically impatient who
want to cut in line at Disney
World and the movies.

Rent-a-crip

1947-PTFF-2016
00:03:35
USA
Performance
Diane Wilkins,
Terry Galloway
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Some in, some
out

1926-PTFF-2016
00:42:52
Russia
Documentary
Nikita Tikhonov-
Rau

No doubt children are our future.
What happens if the children have a
disability? Do they differ from
children their own age? Do they
dream about something different?
Some adults insist that children with
disabilities should not be with other
children and leave them in the
orphanage. This film will show how it
looks to live in a family and learn in a
school alongside other children.
They know how to make friends, not
dividing people into "some in and
some out." The children will talk
about themselves and about us.

An eco-warrior fish meets a laid-
back frog and together they
clean up their environment with
the help of a friendly fisherman.

Something fishy

1924-PTFF-2016
00:02:03
UK
Animation
Mathew Eggert,
Sue Eggert

Ex-students, Alfonso and Ryan,
are flat mates and best friends. A
couple of dreamers who live
together in a legendary flat
where generations of Deaf
students have lived. With their
latest flat mates leaving, Alfonso
and Ryan need to quickly find
replacements to pay the rent.
New flat mates always mean
change, but that's not always a
bad thing, even when it feels like
it.

Small world:
Episode 1

1922-PTFF-2016
00:28:00
UK
Drama
Louis Neethin, 
Ace Mahbaz, 
Brian Duffy

Sergey Aleksandrov is Russia's
only Paralympic skier who is
w i t h o u t p r o s t h e s e s . H e
overcomes all the obstacles in
his life to compete in his favorite
sport. Each time he falls, he rises
again and competes with the
national team.

Sergey
Aleksandrov

1941-PTFF-2016
00:25:40
Russia
Documentary
Evgeniy Ivannikov
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Super sounds

1902-PTFF-2016
00:13:21
Australia
Drama
Stephen de Villiers

Set in a small coastal town, a
shy boy runs into a curious girl.
Dealing with a secret around his
disability, the boy seems stuck in
the wor ld o f imag ina t ion ,
enacting a superhero ritual.
Seeing beyond this, the girl, at
p e a c e w i t h h e r o w n
idiosyncrasies, she is half blind,
tries to reach out. In the climactic
twist, the boy is given the
opportunity to act like the hero
he dreams of becoming.

Isaac has been going off the rails
since his father left years ago,
taking after the local mechanic
he looks up to as the father-
figure he is missing. But then his
real, estranged father returns
with a startling secret.

Supersonic

1978-PTFF-2016
00:28:14
UK
Drama
Samuel Dore
(director), Maverick
Litchfield-Kelly
(executive producer)

A documentary film about a
young man who has one hand.
With his one hand he wants to
climb up one of the tallest towers
in Iran.               

Step of one hand,
The

1919-PTFF-2016
00:35:00
Iran
Documentary
Kiomars Samadi Tari

Spectrum  is a live action,
animation, documentary that
explores sensory perception of
the mind through character
driven portrait stories. The film
strives to understand sensory
perception in Autistic individuals
on the spectrum and features Dr.
Temple Grandin, poet Tito
Mukhopadhyay, art ist Judy
Endow and martial artist Nick
Walker, amongst others.

Spectrum: A
story of the mind

1940-PTFF-2016
00:23:44
USA
Education
Jill Jones, 
Brent Yontz
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There is a bright
light

1956-PTFF-2016
01:23:00
Russia
Documentary
Anton Seregin

There is a bright light  is a mind
expanding saga of events in one
unusual theatre school. Love
turns things upside down in a
Moscow district social centre
where Mestan, a frustrated actor,
tries to teach acting to a group of
people with disabilities.

A documentary about people
who are engaged in sport
dancing in wheelchairs. In the
centre of the fi lm are two
important personalities: Lena
Lozko, who founded the Russian
Federation of Wheelchair Dance
Sport and opened the first
Russian club, and Alexander
Berdnikov, a member who has
over seven years of experience
dancing in a wheelchair.

They went dancing

1934-PTFF-2016
00:19:43
Russia
Documentary
Maryam Makhieva

Who is Captain Hook? The
cinema loves the one armed bad
guy. Terminal device is an
autobiographical essay, an
inquiry into representation.
Refracted through pop cultural
images, the director's story as
one of the men with hooks
acquires unexpected resonance.
A persistent stereotype emerges,
the Other created through body
difference.

Terminal device

1935-PTFF-2016
01:08:00
Canada
Documentary
Ross Turnbull

Life is sweet in the town of
Merryville, until Eyes invade the
city. These intruders soon make
the city unlivable despite the
efforts of an army of specialists
trying to contain them under
h e a v y c a s t i r o n p l a t e s .
Ultimately, a crew of volunteers
leave the town to find the
mythical Golden Sand that
should close the Eyes forever.

Tale of the
golden sand

1905-PTFF-2016
00:23:00
Switzerland
Animation
Sam and Fred
Guillaume
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Trip to the natural
history museum, A

1936-PTFF-2016
00:09:14
Sweden
Animation
Andrew J. Sandee,
et al.

The story is set on the West
Coast of Sweden. A group of
artists and staff at Kulturen (part
of the services provided by the
Depar tment o f Func t iona l
S u p p o r t i n K u n g s b a c k a ,
Sweden) decide to take a trip to
the Natural History Museum in
Gothenburg.

Jack is an Army vet traumatized
by the Gulf War. Otis has autism
and lives in an assisted care
home. The simple card game of
UNO opens the door to a new
understanding for the two men.
The road is rocky but as they
become friends, they lift each
other up and grow together in
their own way.

UNO

1953-PTFF-2016
00:22:01
USA
Drama
Hester Wagner
(director), et al.

Although being an elastic term,
tolerance still has its limits!

Tolerance

1913-PTFF-2016
00:01:00
Germany
Performance
Kuesti Fraun

This is I, remember me  touches
on a sensitive topic, looking at
the challenge Deaf people in
their golden years face with a
little known disease, dementia.

This is I, remember
me

1980-PTFF-2016
00:16:23
UK
Documentary
Jack Smallwood
(writer/director),
Maverick Litchfield-
Kelly (executive
producer) 
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Window (Okho)

1911-PTFF-2016
01:28:00
Russia
Drama
Nikolay Nikolaychuk

The nineties, in a destroyed hospital
room, with only a plywood window, is a
paralyzed young man. He has a
broken back as the result of an
acc ident . A newcomer, a new
neighbour arrives with the same
diagnosis. It would seem that they may
have yet to share in this world, when
both are in the supine position for 24
hours a day. One has the nurse call
button and there is a second exit to the
world through a small hole in the
plywood box, nobody will be bored...

Filmmaker Julian Escallon goes
through his five-year tenure working at
the Air Canada Centre: from his first
job interview, to learning how to
properly hang shirts for sale, to finally
receiving an award for being an
important part of the community of
employees. Being the first person with
Down syndrome to be hired by the
organization, Julian went up to his
boss, the "big" boss, and told him he
would make a film so that others could
hear his story and be inspired to
employ more people with disabilities.
The result is A world for all.

World for all, A

1942-PTFF-2016
00:05:23
Canada
Documentary
Julian Escallon

The die is cast against them. They
are both disabled children and they
love each other. The two of them
want to get married but the families
break up their relationship. There
is no way out. However, it’s not the
last blow for them. The worst is yet 
to come.

Weeping

1910-PTFF-2016
00:18:00
Russia
Drama
Igor Parfnov

They have been wait ing for
Valentine’s Day for the whole year
and here it is. No one can even
imagine that when the gifts are
finished, everybody leaves to his
own devices again. This is a story
which tells that sometimes the
bureaucracy is only the justification
for the human’s indifference and
the 'charity game', and the lonely
invalids are the reason for the
disgust and the contempt.

Valetine's Day

1909-PTFF-2016
00:06:00
Russia
Drama
Igor Parfnov
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ptff.org
Festival Location:

Calgary SCOPE Society
219-18 Street SE
Calgary, AB

Festival Admission:

Adult One-Day Pass (ODP)  $10.00

Adult Three-Day Pass           $20.00

Students, seniors and low-income 
support programs (ODP)        $7.50

Children under 16 (ODP)       $5.00

Popcorn is ALWAYS FREE!

Festival Hours:

March 16, 17 & 18, 2016
(Wednesday, Thursday & Friday)
10:00 a.m. - Noon
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 

WITH FUNDING FROM

Calgary SCOPE Society

glasswaters 
foundation

Image courtesy of “Faces” (Italy)
PTFF 2016 Award Winner (Drama over 15 minutes)


